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Do teachers’ expectations directly impact student achievement? We draw on administrative data from North Carolina schools that report both student test scores
and teachers’ expectations of students’ performance on these tests. Employing
student fixed effects and instrumental variables strategies to overcome endogeneity concerns, we find that higher exogenously determined teacher expectations increase test scores for fourth to eighth graders. Impacts are suggestively
larger for students in earlier grades and in self-contained classes with the same
math and reading teacher.

I.

Introduction

Do teachers’ expectations of students impact student achievement? That
is, are teachers’ expectations self-fulfilling prophecies? These questions
have been debated for decades. Rosenthal and Jacobson (1968) initiated
much of the debate with their now classic experiment in which teachers
were told some of their students had more academic potential, while, in
reality, they were chosen at random by the researchers. Despite this, the
randomly selected students displayed greater test score gains by the end
of the year. This effect—teacher expectations causally impacting student
achievement—has come to be known as the Pygmalion effect or Rosenthal
effect. Other researchers have followed with numerous critiques and replication efforts, leading to mixed conclusions (e.g., Brophy 1983; Wineburg
1987). For instance, shortly after the publication of his first study, Rosenthal
himself attempted to replicate his results at a different school in a different part of the country and found no evidence that students randomly assigned to the “high expectations” group performed any better (Evans and
Rosenthal 1969). In a recent review of the literature, Jussim and Harber
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(2005) note that, of the replications, “only slightly over one third demonstrated a statistically significant effect” (135).1
In this paper, we draw on a rich administrative data set and modern
econometric techniques to shed new light on whether teachers’ expectations are a self-fulfilling prophecy. Using student-teacher linked data
from North Carolina, where we observe both how students perform on
standardized state-written end-of-grade (EOG) tests and how their teacher
expected them to perform, we combine an instrumental variables strategy
with a rich set of fixed effects to estimate the causal impact of teachers’ expectations on students’ performance on the EOG tests.
Our approach hinges on constructing a measure of teachers’ underlying optimism to use as an instrument for teachers’ student-specific expectations. It is similar in spirit to the instrumental variable approach used
to identify systematically more (or less) lenient judges in recent research
on the impacts of judicial outcomes (e.g., Kling 2006; Dahl, Kostøl, and
Mogstad 2014; Dobbie, Goldin, and Yang 2016). Our strategy is described
in more detail in a later section, but, in short, we use student-level panel
data and regress teachers’ expectations on a variety of student characteristics, student fixed effects, and teacher fixed effects, and then take the
teacher fixed effects as a measure of underlying teacher optimism. We
omit data from year t when constructing a teacher’s year t underlying optimism measure to ensure that it is not affected by the achievement of the
teacher’s current students but based only on past students. Intuitively,
this measure captures the degree to which some teachers consistently
over- or underestimate their students’ achievement after conditioning
on the types of students they teach. Using this as our instrument for teachers’ student-specific expectations, our experiment essentially entails observing how a particular student’s achievement varies as they are assigned
to generally more or less optimistic teachers while progressing through
elementary and middle school.
We find clear evidence of self-fulfilling prophecies in the classroom.
The most robust specifications we report indicate that a teacher who has
a one-level higher belief on a four-point scale about a student’s mastery
over the subject material increases that student’s EOG score by roughly
0.07 standard deviations of a test score. Similar to Rosenthal and Jacobson’s (1968) results, we find suggestive evidence that these effects are
strongest in earlier grades. Also similar to their findings, we observe no evidence that the positive gains from higher expectations persist and generate gains in later academic years.2
1
Some more recent studies aim to measure (rather than randomly assign) teachers’ expectations in a natural setting; in these studies, researchers have argued that observed positive
correlations between teacher expectations and student performance largely stem from accurate teacher expectations rather than self-fulfilling prophecies (e.g., Jussim 1989; Trouilloud
et al. 2002).
2
One exception to the lack of persistence, which we discuss in more detail in a later section
of the paper, occurs when students are assigned to the same teacher 2 years in a row. Among
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We conduct a number of tests aimed at probing the validity of our empirical approach. For instance, if our approach is truly capturing the causal
impact of a teacher’s expectations on test scores, then the expectations of a
teacher that a student is assigned to in the future should have no influence
on current test scores. We find that this is the case. This test and other tests
are described in more detail in later sections.
Our paper primarily contributes to two strands of literature: first,
a broad literature on teacher effectiveness and, second, a small literature
in economics (and a larger literature outside of economics) on self-fulfilling
prophecies. Regarding the former, there is now clear evidence on the importance of teachers and teacher quality in the education production
function, both on student achievement (Rockoff 2004; Rivkin, Hanushek,
and Kain 2005) and later-life outcomes (Chetty, Friedman, and Rockoff
2014). Less clear are the factors driving increased teacher effectiveness.
A substantial body of literature has examined the role of observable qualifications. Clotfelter, Ladd, and Vigdor (2007, 2010) draw on rich models
estimated in administrative data to document positive effects of teacher experience and credentials on student achievement. Other work suggests
such characteristics cannot explain variation in teacher effectiveness. For
example, while generally documenting the importance of teacher quality
on student achievement, it has been shown that licensure test scores (Goldhaber 2007), National Board certification (Harris and Sass 2009), and education and credential type (Aaronson, Barrow, and Sander 2007) are less
predictive of classroom performance. In estimating models that evaluate
optimism as a fixed characteristic of teachers, our paper puts forth and
provides evidence on the importance of a less immediately observable
component of teacher effectiveness.
Regarding the literature on self-fulfilling prophecies, in an early paper
focused on a single school district, Link and Ratledge (1979) draw on student test score data and a questionnaire that asked students their perception of their teacher’s expectation of them. They find a positive correlation between test scores and students’ perception of their teachers’
expectations, but there is no attempt to account for potential endogeneity
in their expectation measure. In a recent paper, Papageorge, Gershenson,
and Kang (2020) analyze data from the Educational Longitudinal Study
(ELS2002) where two teachers report their expectations about a high
school student’s likelihood of completing college. They leverage the disagreement between teachers to estimate the effect of expectations on
college completion, ultimately finding that students who are expected
to complete college by teachers are more likely to do so. Carlana (2019)
shows that teachers with implicit gender biases widen stereotypical gender
achievement gaps in their classrooms, providing another channel through
which teacher beliefs affect student outcomes. Our results on the immediate
those students, the effect of positive expectations in the first year of a student-teacher match has
an even larger effect on test scores in the second year.
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impact of expectations on student achievement complement these findings. Outside of the context of education, another recent paper (Glover,
Pallais, and Pariente 2017) provides evidence that ethnic minority grocery store employees exert less effort when quasi-randomly assigned to
work for a manager who is biased against ethnic minorities (as measured
by an Implicit Association Test), thereby reinforcing the biased managers’ expectations.
The impact of teacher expectations on student achievement takes on
renewed importance with recent evidence in economics that teachers
have systematically lower expectations of ethnic minority groups, even
when these lower expectations are inaccurate. Burgess and Greaves
(2013) draw on administrative data from the United Kingdom where they
observe both students’ test scores and teachers’ assessments of students’
ability levels. Even with a rich set of controls (including students’ prior
test scores and poverty status), they find that teachers are significantly
more likely to underestimate black students, reporting a subjective assessment that is lower than the students’ actual performance in the relevant
test. Gershenson, Holt, and Papageorge (2016) take advantage of the
same feature of the ELS2002 mentioned above and, holding student
characteristics constant (through student fixed effects), document that
white teachers hold systematically lower expectations of black students
than black teachers do; the same is not true of white students. Papageorge, Gershenson, and Kang (2020) find that teachers are overoptimistic about all students’ likelihood of college completion, but the degree of
excess optimism is larger for white students than for black students.3 Van
Ewijk (2011) conducted an experiment in Dutch schools where identical
essays were graded by multiple teachers, but some teachers were randomly
assigned essays with names suggesting that the student was an ethnic majority, while others were led to believe the essay was written by a minority.
Despite the fact that the essays were identical, teachers reported lower expectations for the school track (university preparatory, vocational, etc.)
the student would be able to attend when the name suggested the student
was a minority. In a related study, Figlio (2005) argues that teachers use
names as a signal of unobserved parental inputs and have lower expectations of children with names that sound like they were given by uneducated
parents. More recently, Francis, de Oliveira, and Dimmitt (2019) perform
an audit study in which they find that school counselors rate black females
as being least prepared for an Advanced Placement course even with transcripts identical to their peers’.4

3
These findings contrast with earlier findings suggesting that differences in teacher expectations of black and white students are eliminated after controlling for past performance and other observables (Ferguson 2003).
4
Further evidence of teachers using characteristics other than academic performance to
assess students is provided by Condron (2007), who finds that socioeconomic status and
race affects reading group placement in kindergarten.
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A closely related literature reveals evidence of teacher bias in grading,
providing a different type of evidence that teachers’ perceptions of student ability can be driven by factors other than accurate estimates of students’ true underlying ability. Hanna and Linden (2012) conduct an experiment in India and find that teachers discriminate against students
thought to be from lower castes, while Zavodny (2013) finds that teachers’ assessments are negatively correlated with students’ body weights after controlling for test scores. Some papers exploit differences in student
scores under blind versus nonblind grading when grading can be subjective (e.g., an essay rather than a multiple choice exam). Both Lavy (2008)
and Terrier (2016) document that male students’ scores suffer with nonblind grading in comparison with blind grading, suggesting that teachers
have lower expectations of male students. Mechtenberg (2009) provides a
theoretical model documenting the potential for biased grading to generate self-fulfilling prophecies; the group subject to negative bias interprets
lower grades as a signal of low ability or marginal returns to effort and exerts less effort in the future. Our paper is distinct from this literature in several ways. First, our goal is not to document bias in teachers’ expectations.
We focus on the impact of expectations on student test scores. Second, the
test scores we take as an outcome variable are multiple-choice tests and are
not graded by teachers, so there is no scope for teacher bias in grading. Instead, we study how teacher expectations impact student performance
more generally when there is no opportunity for subjectivity in grading.
Differences in teacher expectations by race, ethnic group, or gender are
not the primary focus of this paper, but these findings highlight the potential for (and, indeed, the presence of) variation in teacher expectations
driven by factors other than simply variation in student ability. If it is true
(as the above papers suggest) that teachers have lower expectations of minority students, then understanding how these (often-mistaken) teacher
expectations can directly impact student performance is of substantial policy importance, especially given the persistence of the black-white achievement gap in the United States (Hedges and Nowell 1998). Our goal in this
paper is to provide clear evidence of the role of teacher expectations using
new comprehensive administrative data and empirical techniques.
Finally, it is worth looking to the literature to understand, theoretically:
How might teacher expectations influence student achievement? A basic
theoretical framework is described by Jussim, Robustelli, and Cain (2009)—
and reviewed in work by Gentrup et al. 2020—in which, first, a teacher
forms inaccurate expectations; second, the teacher’s expectations impact
the teacher’s behavior toward the students; and third, as a result of differential treatment toward high- and low-expectation students, students respond in a way that ultimately confirms the inaccurate expectations of the
teacher. With regards to the first piece, recent evidence from Rangel and
Shi (2020) sheds light on one way in which teachers may form inaccurate expectations; namely, they document that beginning teachers systematically
overevaluate the abilities of white students and underevaluate the ability of
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black students, consistent with other findings noted above. Thus, one
piece of the inaccurate expectations stems from biased views toward particular groups on the part of the teacher. However, they then go on to document the malleability of teachers’ expectations; the gap in teachers relative
expectations of black and white students can either be exacerbated or diminished in later years based on the actual relative performance of black
and white students in the teachers’ first years of teaching. Next, Rosenthal
(1973) highlights four ways in which teachers may change their behavior
based on their expectations: for high-expectation students, (1) teachers
may provide a more supportive climate (climate channel), (2) teachers
may provide feedback directly related to performance rather than, for instance, behavior (feedback channel), (3) teachers may direct more attention toward or offer more challenging material to the students (input channel), and (4) teachers may provide more opportunities for the students to
succeed (output channel). Notably, all four channels could occur at a classwide rather than student-by-student level, which is relevant, as our instrumental variable analysis implicitly tests the impacts of being assigned to a
teacher that holds higher expectations generally. A meta-analysis by Harris
and Rosenthal (1985) revealed that all four channels are correlated with
teacher expectations as well as student achievement, but climate and input
revealed the strongest relationships.5
II. Data
We use data on the population of third-to-eighth-grade students and teachers in public North Carolina elementary and middle schools between 2007
and 2013 obtained from the North Carolina Education Research Data Center (NCERDC). The data include rich student and teacher demographics,
as well as school and district characteristics. The unique feature of the data
that we exploit in this paper is that—in every year and for every student—
we observe both the student’s EOG test scores and the level of achievement
the teacher anticipates the student will attain in the tested subject.
Students in grades 3–8 take two EOG tests each year: math and reading.6
The EOG tests are multiple-choice exams and are standardized across the
state. This removes any opportunity for teachers to manipulate either the
difficulty or the grading of the tests. Our data are organized as a panel with
observations at the student-by-year-by-subject (math and reading) level.
We provide a detailed description of the variables for teacher expectations in the data given their uncommon use. For both math and reading
5
Recent work from Gentrup et al. (2020) document that inaccurately high (or low)
teacher expectations are associated with differences in the feedback provided to students,
with higher-expectation students receiving more performance-related feedback. However,
in their setting, they cannot confirm that this channel mediates the relationship between
teacher expectations and student achievement.
6
An EOG test on science is administered in fifth grade. Because it is not administered
each year, we do not include results from the science test in our analysis.
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(even if the same teacher teaches both subjects, as is often the case in elementary and middle school), the teacher judges the student’s ability to
be one of four levels: insufficient mastery of knowledge and skills to be
successful at the next grade level (achievement level I); inconsistent mastery, minimally sufficient for the next grade level (level II); consistent mastery and well prepared for the next grade level (level III); and superior
mastery, “clearly beyond that required to be proficient at grade-level work”
(level IV). This expectation is reported by the teacher at the end of the
academic year just after the student takes the EOG test but before the test
scores are made available to teachers. It is important to note that in instructions to teachers, they are told to base their judgment “solely on mastery” of the subject matter and not on grades received throughout the year
as “grades are often influenced by factors other than pure achievement”
(https://casetext.com/regulation/north-carolina-administrative-code/title
-16-state-board-of-education).7
It is worth briefly discussing the fact that the teacher expectation is reported at the end of the year. This is one sense in which our data is different
than that available from classic experiments (e.g., Rosenthal and Jacobson
1968), where teachers’ expectations are manipulated at the beginning of a
school year. Thus, in practice, we are testing whether having higher expectations throughout the year impacts a student’s final achievement, implicitly assuming that the belief reported by teachers at the end of the year
is a reasonable (if relatively well-informed) proxy for the expectation the
teacher formed throughout the year. Recall, in addition, that we omit data
from year t when constructing year t underlying optimism, so we are excluding potential feedback from current student performance into the
measure of current teacher expectations; to be clear, the measure is based
on teachers’ assessments of students in years other than t. In further analysis, we take advantage of the large sample size available in our data and
estimate the impact of expectations reported at the end of year t on students’ achievement in year t 1 1 for the small subset of students who have
the same teacher in consecutive years. That exercise, which is arguably closer
to the classic experiments on the question, yields results similar to our
main results.
Descriptive statistics of the primary variables are reported in table 1.
Column 1 describes the teachers, and column 2 describes the students
7
The full instructions to teachers are as follows: “The [subject (math or reading)] teacher
is to identify each student who, in the [subject] teacher’s professional opinion, clearly and
consistently exemplifies one of the achievement levels listed. If a student is not a clear example of one of the listed achievement levels, circle 9 in col. E is to be coded. The [subject]
teacher should base this response for each student solely on mastery of [subject material].
The [subject] teacher may elect to use grades as a starting point in making these assignments.
However, grades are often influenced by factors other than pure achievement, such as failure
to turn in homework. The [subject] teacher’s challenge is to provide information that reflects only the achievement of each student in the subject matter tested. The [subject] teacher
should therefore rely chiefly on professional experience about what is the appropriate
achievement level” (http://wcstesting.pbworks.com/f/10111Gr13-81EOG1TAM.pdf ).
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TABLE 1
Descriptive Statistics—Mean (Standard Deviation)
Teachers
(1)
Female
Ethnicity:
White
Black
Hispanic
Asian
Other
Teacher-specific variables:
Value added (z-score):
90th–10th percentile
75th–25th percentile
Graduate degree
Experience (years; teacher’s max
over sample period)

.88

.50

.85
.13
.00
.01
.01

.59
.23
.11
.02
.05

2.17
1.07
.31
(.46)
13.84
(8.99)

Student-specific variables:
End-of-grade test score (z-score)
90th–10th percentile
75th–25th percentile
Anticipated achievement level:
I (insufficient mastery)

2.55
1.33

II (inconsistent mastery)
III (consistent mastery)
IV (superior mastery)
Scale from I to IV
Same math and reading teacher
Observations

Student-Subject-Years
(2)

16,698

.04
(.20)
.19
(.39)
.47
(.50)
.29
(.45)
3.01
(.81)
.57
(.50)
2,547,174

Note.—“Same math and reading teacher” is an indicator with a value of one when the
student has the same math and reading teacher in a given grade and zero otherwise.

(all elementary and middle school students in public schools in North
Carolina during the study period).
The vast majority (88%) of the teachers in the sample are female, which
is expected, given our focus on elementary and middle schools. Almost
five out of six teachers are white, almost one in six teachers are black,
and other ethnicities constitute only 2% of the teachers in our sample.
Taken together, white females are vastly overrepresented in the teacher labor market in North Carolina. We construct our measure of teacher value
added in a standard way by regressing student test scores on teacher fixed
effects and a vector of other controls as detailed by Hill and Jones (2020),
but leaving out year t when estimating value added for a given teacher in
year t. The estimated teacher fixed effects are then standard normalized
across the universe of teachers in North Carolina and serve as our measure
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of teacher quality. We omit year t when estimating the value added for a
given teacher in year t because when analyzing the teacher’s expectations
of student i and student i’s achievement, we do not want that student to
contribute to the estimation of the teacher value-added measure we use
as a control. Thus, although the measure is not in fact time invariant, it
should be thought of as capturing a teacher’s time-invariant ability to generate test score gains. Given that the variable is a z-score by construction, we
report statistics other than the mean and standard deviation: the difference
between the 90th and 10th percentiles is about 2 standard deviations, and
the difference between the 75th and 25th percentiles is about 1 standard deviation. (Though not reported in table 1, we also construct a year-specific
value-added measure, which we lag and include as a control for recent
teacher ability.) One-third of teachers have some form of graduate degree, while the mean years of experience (assigning each teacher their
maximum years of experience) is 13.8.
Turning to column 2, students are approximately 50% female, 59%
white, 23% black, 11% Hispanic, 2% Asian, and 5% other ethnicity. Similar
to the measures of teacher value added, the EOG test scores are standard
normalized across the universe of North Carolina students . Student test
z-scores are expectedly more dispersed than teacher value-added z-scores:
the difference between the 90th and 10th percentile is 2.6 standard deviations, and the difference between the 75th and 25th percentile is 1.3 standard deviations. The variable of most interest for us is teachers’ anticipated
level of achievement. We see that teachers expect 4% of students to show
insufficient mastery of the skills and knowledge in a given subject (achievement level I); 19% of students to show inconsistent mastery (level II); 48%
students to show consistent mastery (level III); and 29% to show superior
mastery (level IV). The next row shows that the mean and standard deviation of the four-point scale are 3.0 and 0.8, respectively, so a one-level
change in beliefs corresponds to about a 1.25 standard deviation change.
Finally, about 57% percent of student-subject-year observations involve
students who have the same math and reading teacher in a given year, a
proxy for being in a self-contained class rather than having subject-specific
teachers.
Table A1 (tables A1–A6 are available online) provides descriptive statistics on students and teachers, split into two samples: teachers above and
below the median of our measure of underlying teacher optimism (panel A)
and the students of these teachers (panel B). As will be explained when
we describe the construction of the teacher optimism measure in the next
section, teacher and student characteristics are factored out when constructing our optimism measure to ensure that it is not capturing something else about teachers or students. Any differences in the mean demographics of students taught by less or more optimistic teachers are
expectedly very small in magnitude, although very precisely estimated.
We do, however, observe generally higher test scores for students taught
by more optimistic teachers—the relationship of interest more fully
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explored in the subsequent regression analysis—and confirm that more
optimistic teachers have higher expectations of their students (after factoring out all of their characteristics). In addition, we find that 69% of students
in the sample are taught by both a teacher with above-median optimism
and a teacher with below-median optimism, confirming that students are
typically exposed to considerable variation in teacher optimism.
We now turn to explaining how we use these variables to identify the
causal effect of teacher expectations on student achievement.
III. Empirical Methodology
Before discussing our empirical specifications, we begin by describing
the general aims of our empirical strategy. Consider the following education production function describing the educational output of student i
in subject s (math or reading) in year t, where student i is assigned to
teacher j:
TestScoreijst 5 aStudentSpecificTeacherExpectationsijst
1 bTestScoreisðt21Þ 1 gStudentCharacteristicsi
1 dTeacherCharacteristicsj 1 hTeacherQualityjt

(1)

1 vPeerCharacteristicsijt 1 eijst :
The function captures several established inputs affecting standardized
EOG test scores: previous test scores, fixed student and teacher characteristics (such as race and gender), teacher quality, and peer characteristics.
Most importantly, it also includes the impact of teacher expectations, our
explanatory variable of interest. Note, again, that—like the test score—
teacher expectations are student and subject specific. For our purposes,
a teacher’s expectation of their student is defined as the level of mastery
(on a I–IV scale) that student i’s teacher expects that the student’s performance on the EOG test will display (as discussed in sec. II).
The objective of this paper is to estimate a, the causal effect of year-,
student-, and subject-specific teacher expectations on test scores. The econometric challenge is clear; we need to isolate variation in student-specific
teacher expectations that is uncorrelated with any component of the error
term eijt (or, in other words, uncorrelated with any input that is not otherwise accounted for in the test score model).
Our approach to dealing with this challenge is twofold. First, in our
main empirical specifications, we take advantage of the panel structure of
the data and include student-by-subject fixed effects or lagged test scores.8
This eliminates the influence of time-invariant student characteristics that
8
We also report a specification where we include both student fixed effects and lagged
test scores, although models with both lagged dependent variables and unit fixed effects are
known to have undesirable properties, so we do not include both controls together in the
main specification.
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could impact both teacher expectations and students’ test scores (e.g., fixed
student ability or motivation in the classroom) and also deals with potential
nonrandom sorting into classrooms that may be a function of fixed student
characteristics (e.g., the student’s family; Qureshi and Ost 2018) or past student performance (tracking). The second concern is the presence of shocks
in period t (unobservable to the econometrician) that affect both a student’s test score and their teacher’s expectation of their test score. For example, a student who experiences a negative health shock and misses a
considerable amount of school is likely to obtain a lower EOG test score
given the missed material. At the same time, the student’s absence will be
known to the teacher, so the teacher is likely to expect that student to
have a lower EOG test score. It would clearly be a mistake to attribute
the student’s lower test score to the teacher’s lower expectation of their
test score in this circumstance. We implement an instrumental variables
strategy to deal with threats to identification of this type, which we now
describe in more detail.
A.

Construction of Our Instrumental Variable

Broadly, our approach is to construct a measure of fixed underlying teacher
optimism (or pessimism) about students’ test scores—controlling for the
types of students a teacher faces—and use this as an instrument for studentspecific teacher expectations in the test score model (an empirical model
similar to eq. [1]). Our experiment entails exploiting within-student
variation in teacher optimism as the student progresses through grades 3–
8. The shocks to student-specific teacher expectations are driven by assignment to teachers across grades that are more (or less) optimistic in
general.
To construct the main version of our instrument, we regress studentspecific teacher expectations on teacher fixed effects and a variety of
student-, cohort-, and (time-varying) teacher-level controls that could
also impact teachers’ expectations. The resulting estimates of the conditional teacher fixed effects are our measure of underlying teacher optimism. Note that this is not an altogether new approach to measuring a
teacher characteristic: the construction of our fixed teacher optimism
measure is mechanically similar to the estimation of teacher-level value
added. As in our estimation of value added, in order to construct a measure of a teacher’s optimism that might impact students in year t, we exclude data from year t. Again, we aim to avoid the possibility that student i
(or that student’s peers) contribute to our estimate of a teacher’s general
level of optimism, while also testing whether that student is in turn impacted by the constructed optimism measure.9 Our instrument also bears
some similarity to instruments constructed by Kling (2006) and Dahl,
9
In practice, our results are very similar without making this leave-year-out restriction.
Note also than an alternative approach would be to use only years up until t 2 1 to construct
the year t optimism measure. Results are similar using this approach, although we do not do
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Kostøl, and Mogstad (2014), who use past decisions from a judge as an
instrument for a judge’s leniency.
Specifically, taking teacher j’s expectation of how student i will perform
on the subject s test in year t as the outcome variable, we estimate
StudentSpecificTeacherExpectationsisjt 5 kf ðTestScoreisðt 21Þ Þ
1 pStudentRace  TeacherRaceijt
1 w1 TimeVariantTeacherQualityj ðt 21Þ
1 w2 GeneralTeacherQualityjt

(2)

1 jPeerCharacteristicsijt 1 u j 1 ris


1 Subjs  Yeart  Gradeg FEs 1v isjt :

As discussed above, StudentSpecificTeacherExpectationsisjt is the teacher’s
reported beliefs about a student’s level of mastery over a subject (reported
on a I–IV scale). The model includes a variety of controls to ensure that the
estimated teacher fixed effects are stripped of any factors affecting both
student achievement and student-specific teacher expectations other than
fixed, underlying teacher optimism (or pessimism).
First, student-by-subject fixed effects ris account for any time-invariant
student characteristics that could conceivably impact teachers’ expectations (whether observed in the data or not). For example, existing literature suggests that teachers have higher expectations of white male students
(van den Bergh et al. 2010; Harber et al. 2012; Burgess and Greaves 2013;
Gershenson, Holt, and Papageorge 2016). In addition, unobservable student characteristics such as motivation and parental involvement are also
likely to affect both student achievement and teacher expectations. All of
these will be captured in the student-by-subject fixed effects. Including
student-by-subject fixed effects (rather than simply student fixed effects)
allows for the possibility that teacher expectations for a particular student
(or type of student) can vary by subject. Terrier (2016), for instance, finds
that teachers have biased expectations of female students in math only.
Second, we include flexible controls for students’ performance on the
same-subject EOG test for the previous grade TestScoreisðt21Þ , which is
our best proxy for students’ (time-varying) level of proficiency and preparation for their current EOG test. This enters as a cubic function, although
results are very similar if it enters linearly or nonparametrically. In addition, the student-by-subject fixed effects and lagged test scores jointly
account for many forms of potential nonrandom sorting into classrooms
that could bias estimates if correlated with teacher expectations.
Third, we interact student race with teacher race (StudentRace 
TeacherRaceijt). This is motivated by an emerging literature that finds
that the interaction between student and teacher race affects teacher
use this as our primary optimism measure because optimism measures for earlier years in
the sample with few preceding years are less precisely estimated.
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expectations, in particular, that white teachers have lower expectations of
black students (Gershenson, Holt, and Papageorge 2016). Note that student and teacher race do not enter directly as they are subsumed by corresponding student and teacher fixed effects.
Fourth, teacher quality may affect student-specific teacher expectations.
If high-quality teachers know they are above average, they may expect their
students to perform better in comparison with how they would have performed with an average teacher. We therefore include a value-added measure of teacher quality spanning a teacher’s entire career in North Carolina (GeneralTeacherQualityjt, which—as noted—excludes students from
the current year in being estimated). Because teacher quality can evolve
over time, we also include the lagged value of a year-specific value-added
measure (TimeVariantTeacherQuality jðt21Þ ).
Fifth, peer characteristics may affect teachers’ expectations of their students. For example, a teacher may believe that a generally high-ability class
generates positive spillovers for all students in the class, or alternatively, a
teacher’s expectation of a given student may depend on their rank in the
class. There is emerging evidence in other educational contexts that assessments relative to one’s peers matter (Kinsler and Pavan 2016). To account
for this, we control for the class-level average (leaving out student i) of race
composition, gender composition, and previous-year EOG scores (captured in PeerCharacteristicsijt).
We also include the full interaction of subject, year, and grade fixed effects to account for any year- or grade-specific variation in student cohort
quality or the difficulty of the EOG test.
This leaves us with the teacher fixed effects uj. Having differenced out
the various expectation-influencing covariates described above, higher
general expectations (as indicated by a higher value of the teacher fixed
effect) from one teacher cannot simply be explained by teaching better
students (as this is captured by lagged student scores and student fixed effects), demographic match with students (captured by student-teacher
race interactions), increased belief in ones’ own ability to improve student
scores (captured by the teacher quality measures), or anything else captured by the controls listed above. We therefore consider the teacher fixed
effects to capture teachers’ underlying (and exogenously determined) tendency to over- or underestimate students throughout their career: a measure of teacher optimism. After estimating equation (2) separately for each
year (leaving out the current year as we do so), we standard normalize the
estimated teacher fixed effects to be mean 0 and standard deviation 1 in
the population of third-to-eighth-grade teachers and use them as an instrument for student-specific expectations in our analysis.
B.

Initial Probing of the Validity of Our Constructed Instrument

Here, and in later sections, we subject the teacher optimism measure to
scrutiny to assess its validity as a measure of teacher optimism and an
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instrument for teachers’ expectations. Our measure would fail if there is
any systematic correlation between two teachers’ expectations of the
same student. This would reveal that the teacher optimism measure is still
influenced by individual student characteristics and does not capture
some exogenously determined tendency for a teacher to expect their students to perform better (or worse). To probe these concerns, we report
the correlation between the optimism measure of student i’s teacher in
year t (and grade g) and the optimism measure of the same student’s
teacher in year t 1 1 (and grade g 1 1). We do so for both the main version of our teacher optimism measure (described in the previous subsection) and a simpler version, where the estimation of the optimism measure controls only for subject-grade-year fixed effects (but no student
or teacher characteristics beyond teacher fixed effects). Our goal is to
show that our main measure succeeds where the simpler measure fails.
Indeed, this is what we find in the correlation matrix reported in table 2.
For the simple measure, there is a relatively strong correlation between the
general optimism of student i’s teacher in year t (“teacher optimism simple
version”) and the optimism of the same student’s teacher the next year
(“lead(teacher optimism simple version)”). In fact, the strength of the correlation (0.44) is very similar to the strength of the correlation between the
simple version of the measure and our main version of the measure (0.50).
A teacher fixed effect estimated without differencing out the full range of
covariates employed in the main version of the measure fails this test.
There are a variety of explanations for this, such as the simplest version
of the teacher optimism measure carrying with it some information about
the general level of optimism of all teachers in student i’s school.
Our main version of this measure, on the other hand, does not fail this
test. Turning attention to the correlation between “teacher optimism
main version” and “lead(teacher optimism main version),” there is essentially no relationship (correlation coefficient 5 20:06). That is, being assigned to an “optimistic” teacher in grade g has no relationship with the
level of optimism of the same student’s teacher in grade g 1 1.10
We provide an instrument balance test in table 3. We report results from
regressing the simple and main teacher optimism measures on teacher
characteristics at the teacher-subject-year level. Showing that our measure
of teacher optimism is uncorrelated with observable teacher characteristics
bolsters the argument that it is uncorrelated with unobservable teacher

10
In a related test, we also find that the expectations of math and reading teachers for a
given student in a given grade are moderately correlated (0.5) when using the simple version of teacher expectations but considerably less correlated (0.2) when using the main version of teacher expectations. This test is weaker than the one reported above because it is
only applicable when students have different teachers for math and reading in the same
grade, which considerably reduces the sample, and because same-grade math and reading
teachers are likely to communicate more frequently than different-grade teachers about
shared students.
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TABLE 2
Student-Level Correlations between Current
and Future Teacher Optimism Measures
Teacher Optimism

Lead(Teacher Optimism)

Simple Version Main Version Simple Version Main Version
Teacher optimism:
Simple version
Main version
Lead(teacher optimism):
Simple version
Main version

1
.50

1

.44
.01

2.02
2.06

1
.50

1

Note.—“Teacher optimism main version” is our main optimism measure, estimated according to eq. (2). “Teacher optimism simple version” is estimated in a similar way to that denoted
in eq. (2) but with no controls other than subject-grade-year fixed effects. Data are at the
student-by-subject-by-year level. “Lead(teacher optimism)” therefore measures the optimism of the teacher that student i faces in year t 1 1, while “teacher optimism” measures
the optimism of student i’s current (year t) teacher.

characteristics. Column 1 considers the simple version of the instrument
(as described above). It is clear that this naïve teacher optimism measure
is not balanced; the p-value on the F-test of significance of the parameters
is <.001. On the other hand, column 2 reveals that our main measure of
teacher optimism is balanced across teacher observables; it is predicted
by none of the teacher characteristics, and we cannot reject the null hypothesis that all estimated coefficients are simultaneously equal to zero.
It is important to emphasize that the simple tests reported in tables 2
and 3 do not confirm that our measure is valid; it is not possible to do
so definitively. Nonetheless, it is important to document that our measure passes these tests to increase confidence in its validity.
C.

Empirical Specifications Employed in the Main Analysis

Having described the construction of our instrument, we now briefly describe the empirical specifications employed in the next section of the paper. Our empirical specifications are similar to the education production
function presented in equation (1). In particular, in our richest specification, we estimate the following as the second stage of a two-stage least
squares (2SLS) approach:
Expectationsijst 1 w1 TimeVariantTeacherQualityj ðt21Þ
TestScoreijst 5 a d
1 w2 GeneralTeacherQualityjt 1 dTeacherCharacteristicsj
1 pStudentRace  TeacherRaceijt 1 vPeerCharacteristicsijt
1 ½Subjs  Yeart  Gradeg FEs 1 ris 1 eijst :
(3)
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TABLE 3
Instrument Balance Test: Correlation between Teacher Optimism
Measures and Teacher Characteristics

Teacher characteristics:
Female
Black
Other ethnicity
Value added
Graduate degree
Experience (years)
Observations (teacher-subject-year)
R2
F-test of joint significance:
p-value

Teacher Optimism
Simple Version
(1)

Teacher Optimism
Main Version
(2)

2.002
(.021)
2.219***
(.024)
2.091*
(.051)
.402***
(.011)
.023*
(.014)
.003***
(.001)
58,720
.450

2.039
(.028)
2.034
(.031)
.013
(.074)
2.009
(.011)
.002
(.018)
2.001
(.001)
58,720
.138

.000

.512

Note.—Columns 1 and 2 consider different teacher optimism measures. “Teacher optimism main version” is our main optimism measure, estimated according to eq. (2). “Teacher
optimism simple version” is estimated in a similar way to that denoted in eq. (2) but with
no controls other than subject-grade-year fixed effects. All specifications include subjectgrade-year and school fixed effects. Robust standard errors (clustered at the teacher level)
are in parentheses.
* p < .10.
*** p < .01.

The outcome variable TestScoreijst is student i’s score on the subject s EOG
in year t, and d
Expectationsijst is the predicted value of student-subjectyear-specific teacher expectations from a first-stage where we use our constructed teacher optimism measure (the standard-normalized teacher
fixed effects estimated from eq. [2]) as an instrument for the reported expectations for the student in question.11
Both the first and second stages include student-by-subject fixed effects
(ris). As a result, we are leveraging within-student variation in teacher expectations and test scores. Student-by-subject fixed effects (rather than
simply student fixed effects) allow for the possibility that unobserved student characteristics affect math and reading achievement differently,
which would be true if a student had a taste for math but a distaste for reading, for example. Other controls in the first and second stages parallel
11
To clarify, eq. (2) is not the first-stage of the 2SLS estimator. Instead, eq. (2) provides
the estimates of teachers’ fixed tendency to over- or underestimate students, through the
estimated teacher fixed effects in that equation. We then use these as the instrumental variable in eq. (3). The first stage in the 2SLS estimation procedure includes all the same controls as the second stage but takes actual expectations for a particular student on the lefthand side and the teacher optimism measure on the right-hand side.
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those included in our construction of the teacher optimism measure: a vector of teacher characteristics (race, gender, graduate degree indicator,
score on teacher qualification tests), two teacher quality measures (value
added from the previous academic year and a measure capturing teacher
quality across a teacher’s career ), a vector of peer characteristics (ethnic
composition of classmates, gender composition of classmates, average
lagged EOG score of classmates), teacher-student race interactions, the
full interaction of subject, year, and grade fixed effects, and, in some specifications, lagged test scores.12 Standard errors are clustered at the teacher
level as that is the effective level of treatment.
An additional consideration stems from some teachers not teaching selfcontained classes but rather teaching specific subjects to different classes.
Teacher expectations may have different impacts on test scores when a student has the same teacher for most of the day in comparison with when they
have different teachers for different subjects. This is most likely to be a factor for students in the higher grades in our sample: sixth to eighth graders.
We cannot observe student and teacher assignment for all subjects, so we
proxy for being in a self-contained class with an indicator for having the
same math and reading teacher. This indicator is included in an extended
model both linearly and interacted with our measure of teacher expectations to capture this form of heterogeneity. It becomes particularly important to include when considering whether there is heterogeneity in the effect of teacher expectations by grade level; self-contained classes become
less likely as a student progresses to higher grades, so without controlling
for this, we could conflate a self-contained class effect with a grade effect.
IV.

Results

We begin by presenting ordinary least squares (OLS) estimates (in some
cases, with student fixed effects) of the relationship between teachers’
student-specific expectations and students’ test scores in panel A of table 4.
Column 1 reports the results of a very simple specification with no controls
other than teachers’ expectations and subject-by-year-by-grade fixed effects (which are included in all six specifications in panel A). We expect
the estimated coefficient resulting from that specification to be substantially upwardly biased, as we make no attempt to eliminate the influence
of factors that lead to high test scores and high teacher expectations (e.g.,
a generally highly motivated student, or—in this case, where we have not
even controlled for lagged test scores—simply the fact that the teacher
has at least some approximate sense of the student’s ability level). Indeed,
the coefficient suggests that raising teacher expectations of a student by
one level (about 1.25 standard deviations) increases the student’s test
12
Lavy and Schlosser (2011) document the impact of cohort gender composition on
achievement. Hill (2017) provides similar evidence at the college level. Burke and Sass
(2013) document the impact of classmates’ average ability level on achievement.
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TABLE 4
Estimating the Impact of Teacher Expectations on Achievement
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

A. OLS
Expectations

.837***
(.002)

.281*** .076*** .090***
(.001)
(.001)
(.001)

Teacher optimism

.101***
(.002)

.096*** .097*** .097***
(.001)
(.001)
(.001)

.074*** .074***
(.001)
(.001)

B. 2SLS, First Stage
.097*** .098***
(.001)
(.001)

C. 2SLS, Second Stage
Expectations
Hausman, OLS
vs. 2SLS:
Test statistic
p-value

.086***
(.031)
586.44
.00

.019
(.012)
489.42
.00

.075*** .086***
(.009)
(.009)
.01
.92

.88
.92

.069*** .067***
(.006)
(.006)
15.22
.22

2.33
.99

D. 2SLS, Second Stage Plus Additional Interaction
Expectations
Expectations  same
math and reading
teacher

.205***
(.040)

.039**
(.017)

2.212***
(.045)

2.035**
(.018)
X

Lagged EOG (cubic)
Student  subject
fixed effects
Teacher characteristics
Cohort characteristics
Observations
2,547,174

.057*** .068***
(.014)
(.014)

.056*** .055***
(.009)
(.009)

.033**
(.016)

.032**
(.016)
X

.023*
(.012)

X

X

X
X

.022*
(.012)

X
X
X
2,547,174 2,547,174 2,547,174 2,547,174 2,547,174

Note.—The dependent variable in panels A, C, and D is end-of-grade (EOG) test score (zscore); in panel B, it is expectations. The Hausman test in panel C compares the ordinary
least squares (OLS) estimates in panel A and the two-stage least squares (2SLS) estimates in
panel C; the null hypothesis is that the OLS and 2SLS estimates are different. “Same math
and reading teacher” in panel D is an indicator that is one when the student has the same
math and reading teacher in a given grade and zero otherwise. Panel D includes an additional interaction with same math and reading teacher indicator. Robust standard errors
(clustered at the teacher level) are in parentheses.
* p < .10.
** p < .05.
*** p < .01.

score by nearly an entire standard deviation. Simply controlling for a student’s lagged score (as in col. 2) cuts this coefficient down to less than
one-third of a standard deviation. The coefficient shrinks even further
when student-by-subject fixed effects are included both without lagged
test scores (col. 3, a preferred specification) and with lagged test scores
(col. 4, although recall that models of this structure have undesirable
properties) but does not change much more as additional controls are
added (cols. 5 and 6).
We now turn to the 2SLS estimation. Panel B reports the first stage
from our 2SLS approach: the relationship between the main version of
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our constructed teacher optimism measure and the teachers’ reported
student-specific expectations. In all six specifications (across which we
vary the same sets of additional controls as in panel A), the coefficient
on our instrument is positive and very precisely estimated. A 1 standard
deviation increase in the constructed teacher optimism measure increases
the reported expectation measure by roughly one-tenth of a level on the
I–IV scale of expected mastery. In other words, as should be expected
given that teachers will have reasonably accurate expectations of students, many students are essentially unaffected by being assigned to a
more optimistic teacher. However, some share of students who may otherwise be close to a cutoff between levels of mastery (level I vs. level II,
etc.) will be perceived as a higher level by more optimistic teachers. In
turn, our instrumental variables approach tests whether those students
experience achievement gains as a result. It is also worth noting that
the magnitude of the coefficient in the first stage is essentially unaffected
by how many (or how few) controls are included, providing further suggestive evidence that our constructed instrument captures an exogenously
determined measure of teacher optimism.
Panel C reports our main results: the second-stage estimates of our
2SLS estimation. In these results, we report the causal impact of higher
teacher expectations (which have been instrumented for using our constructed overall teacher optimism measure) on students’ EOG scores.
Columns 1–6 gradually introduce controls in the same manner as panels A and B. Column 1 is the simplest specification, which includes only
the (instrumented) teacher expectation and subject-by-year-by-grade fixed
effects on the right-hand side. Although our preferred estimates include
student-by-subject fixed effects and additional controls (which we will turn
to momentarily), it is worth noting that the coefficients in columns 1 and 2
of panel C are much smaller than their OLS counterparts (cols. 1 and 2,
panel A). This confirms that the relationship between teacher expectations and scores would suffer from an upward bias absent any attempt to
deal with endogeneity.
As we move to specifications in columns 3–6, which include student-bysubject fixed effects, we observe a positive and statistically significant effect of teacher expectations that are somewhat similar in magnitude to
the parallel OLS specifications. (Note that the statistical similarity of the
OLS and 2SLS results in these columns are confirmed by Hausman tests
comparing the estimates reported below.) This suggests that the upward
bias in the OLS specifications evident in columns 1 and 2 is largely eliminated by the inclusion of student-by-subject fixed effects. Still, given the
potential for unobservable year-specific shocks to both student achievement and teacher expectations, the 2SLS estimates are preferred. Ultimately, our richest—and main—specification is reported in column 6;
there, we control for student-by-subject fixed effects, teacher characteristics, student-teacher race interactions, and cohort characteristics. The
clear, positive impact of teacher expectations is seen even in this model.
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We estimate that increasing teachers’ expectations by one level of mastery (being perceived as a student who can master the material rather
than simply attain inconsistent mastery or being perceived as a student
who can attain superior mastery rather than simply mastery) increases student achievement by 0.067 standard deviations of a test score. In short,
teacher expectations have a causal positive effect on student achievement,
confirming the Rosenthal effect.13
The effect is moderate in size relative to other factors affecting elementary and middle school test scores. A 1 standard deviation increase in
teacher expectations (0.8 of one level on the four-point scale) increases
test scores by approximately 0.05 standard deviations, which is about
equivalent to the test score gain from being in a repeat match with a
teacher between third and fifth grade (Hill and Jones 2018) but an order
of magnitude greater than the effect of having a same-race teacher (Egalite, Kisida, and Winters 2015).
Finally, in panel D, we allow the effect to vary by whether the student has
the same math and reading teacher. Recall that this is intended to proxy for
the student being in a self-contained class with a single teacher during the
school day and, therefore, a more intense student-teacher relationship. In
our fully specified models (cols. 3–6), we observe an additional test score
gain from more positive teacher expectations for students with the same
math and reading teacher, although it is less precisely estimated than
the main impact.
We also note that the conclusion we draw from our analysis is not sensitive to the way that we allow teachers’ expectations to enter our specification. In additional analyses, rather than allowing the teachers’ reported
expectation measure to enter as a continuous variable, we construct a simpler “high expectations” dummy equal to one if a teacher’s expectation of
a student is at least level II, at least level III, or equal to level IV. In three
separate specifications, we then instrument for these high-expectations
dummies using the same teacher optimism measure used in the main analysis. Table A3 reports the results of this exercise.14 As in our main analysis,
we observe a clear positive and statistically significant impact of higher expectations on student achievement. The coefficients on the various highexpectations dummies are larger than the coefficient on expectations
13

Table A2 aims to profile which students are impacted by our treatment given that our
instrumental variable strategy identifies a local effect. It reports covariate means for the
whole sample, compliers, never takers, and always takers using the methodology of Dahl,
Kostøl, and Mogstad (2014) and Marbach and Hangartner (2020). The approach requires
a binary instrument, so results are reported for three alternative binary versions of the
teacher optimism instrument: optimism above the 75th percentile, optimism above the
50th percentile, and optimism above the 25th percentile. Regardless of the instrument that
is used (whichever of the columns is considered), the table shows that compliers, the students for whom the effect is identified, have greater probabilities of being nonwhite (either
black or other race/ethnicity), have lower previous test scores, and are more likely to be economically disadvantaged, in comparison with the overall sample of students.
14
This approach is preferred over an ordered probit or logit model given the higherorder fixed effects in our model.
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TABLE 5
Falsiﬁcation Test: Effect of Next Year’s Teacher Optimism Measure
on Current Performance
Two-Stage Least Squares

Lead (expectations)
R2

Ordinary
Least Squares
(1)

Teacher Optimism
Simple Version
(2)

Teacher Optimism
Main Version
(3)

.070***
(.001)
.897

.093***
(.007)
.897

.008*
(.005)
.898

Note.—The dependent variable is end-of-grade test score (z-score). The “teacher optimism
main version” measure is our main optimism measure, estimated as described in the text
(eq. [2]). The teacher optimism simple version measure is estimated in a similar way to that
denoted in eq. (2) but with no controls other than subject-grade-year fixed effects. All specifications include a full set of controls and fixed effects (as in table 3, col. 6, panel C). Robust
standard errors (clustered at the teacher level) are in parentheses.
* p < .10.
*** p < .01.

from our main analysis. This is to be expected: shifting a student from having a teacher that expects no master (level I or II) to a teacher that expects
mastery (level III or IV) is a larger marginal shift in expectations than simply moving up by one level (I to II, II to III, etc.).15
Table 5 reports the results of a placebo test aimed at assessing the validity of our results. For each student in year t, we examine the impact that the
expectations of their year (t 1 1) teacher has on their year t EOG performance. If the instrument generates a valid causal estimate of expectations
on performance, then there should be no effect of a future teacher on current performance. However, if we have failed to eliminate all possible
threats to identification, it is possible that factors correlated with high performance in the current year are also correlated with high teacher expectations (or being assigned to a teacher that is generally optimistic) in the
following year. To demonstrate this possibility, in column 1 of table 5, we
run a simple OLS specification, regressing current EOG score on the following year’s student-specific teacher expectation and the full set of controls
employed elsewhere (as noted in the table). We observe a positive correlation between this year’s performance and next year’s teacher expectation
(despite including a rich set of student fixed effects and controls). This is
not surprising: a student who is unobservably highly motivated will perform well this year and will be expected to perform well in the following
year. Reverse causation is also possible: if teachers are informed about their
students’ past EOG performance (or even communicate informally with
15

In addition, in table A4, we test whether our results are driven by one subject (math or
reading). We find that teacher expectations have a clear positive effect in both math and
reading, but the effect is larger in math. The finding that the impact is more evident in math
than reading is consistent with many other studies of educational interventions (e.g., Lavy
and Schlosser 2011).
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each other about student abilities), then a high performance on the year t
EOG test could directly cause high expectations in the following year.
In column 3, we use the same 2SLS approach employed in our main results. We instrument for a student’s year (t 1 1) student-specific teacher
expectations with our constructed teacher optimism measure for the
teacher they are assigned to in year (t 1 1). The estimated coefficient is
now essentially a precise zero, revealing that there is no causal relationship
between the year (t 1 1) teacher expectation and the year t EOG score.
This is exactly what we would expect if our methodological approach generated true causal effects.
Notably, it is not simply the fact that we switched to a 2SLS approach in
column 3 that led the placebo to fail where it had detected an effect in the
OLS approach of column 1. Instead, the validity of the approach also depends on using the version of our constructed teacher optimism measure
that takes full advantage of the available data. This can be seen in column 2,
which is similar to the specification employed in column 3, except that we
use the simplest version of the constructed teacher optimism measure
(“simple version,” as described in the previous section, which excludes
teacher, student, and peer characteristics from the construction of the
teacher optimism measure). As we discussed above, that measure is clearly
inferior to the main version of the measure that we use in most of analyses.
Column 2 shows that employing the 2SLS approach with an inferior measure detects an effect where there should not be one.
A.

Persistence of Effects of Teacher Expectations

Next, we test the persistence of the positive impact of high teacher expectations. Do increased expectations impact a student only while they are
exposed to the teacher with expectations, or is there a lasting effect that
benefits students in future grades (regardless of the level of optimism of
future teachers)? To test this, we repeat our main 2SLS specification (table 4, panel C, col. 6), with one change: rather than assessing the impact
of a teacher’s expectations in year t on a student’s grade in year t, we assess
the impact of the expectation that a student’s year (t 2 1) teacher has on
their performance on year t. That is, we focus on the impact of the lagged
teacher expectation for each student. Otherwise, the approach is the
same: we instrument for lagged student-specific teacher expectations using the lagged value of our constructed teacher optimism measure. Column 1 of table A5 reports the result; we find no evidence that having a
teacher with higher expectations in year (t 2 1) leads to better performance in year t.

Effects of teacher expectations in repeat student‐teacher matches.—We next present a related test in response to a different question. As noted in an earlier section, we might prefer to observe a teacher’s expectation closer to
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the beginning of an academic year in order to study how that expectation—which in turn impacts students throughout the year—impacts
achievement by the end of the year. The data available to us are expectations reported at the end of an academic year. As discussed above, we feel
that this is a reasonable proxy for the expectations that shape teachers’
behavior (and, in turn, student achievement) throughout the year. (If
anything, the expectations measure we have access to is more accurate
than we would like and therefore leaves less scope for expectations to influence outcomes.) Nonetheless, for a small subset of our data, we can
more directly address whether having access to an expectation reported
earlier in the year would dramatically alter our conclusions. In particular,
a small number of students are matched to the same teacher 2 years in a
row in different grades because the teacher’s teaching assignment changes
(i.e., not because of grade retention); previous studies indicate that repeat matches account for roughly 3% of student-year observations. For
this small group of students, we can observe how teacher j’s expectation
of student i at the end of year t impacts that student’s achievement at the
end of year t 1 1, after having still been taught by teacher j in year t 1 1.
In other words, we can study the impact of a much earlier-reported expectation on student achievement.
Our analysis on this front is similar to the specification we ran to test for a
persistent effect of teacher expectations. Again, we take test scores from
year t as our outcome and include teacher expectations from year t 2 1
(instrumented for with the teacher optimism measure of the teacher in
year t 2 1). The only change relative to that specification is that we now
interact teacher expectations with an indicator variable identifying students who are in the second year of a repeat student-teacher match. The
interaction between lagged teacher expectations and the repeat match indicator identifies the effect of teacher j’s expectations of student i reported
at the end of year t 2 1 on student i’s achievement in year t, relative to any
general persistent effect of teacher expectations that occurs without repeat
student-teacher matches (which, as we saw in table A5, is not present). Table 6 reports the results. As in table A5, we observe no next-year effects on
students not engaged in the second year of a repeat student-teacher match.
For students who are in the second year of a repeat match, the estimated
effect of the teacher’s expectations (reported at the end of the previous
year) is roughly twice the size of the estimate from our main specification
(although less precisely estimated). The fact that the coefficient from this
specification is larger is consistent with the notion that an earlier-reported
expectation is less accurate and therefore generates more scope for teachers’ (inaccurate) expectations to influence student achievement.
In table 6, column 2, we consider whether the effect of current teacher
expectations depends on whether the student is in a repeat student-teacher
match; we do not observe statistically precise heterogeneity in this dimension (although the magnitudes of the additional estimates are relatively
large).
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TABLE 6
Interaction of Teacher Expectations Effect and Repeat
Student–Teacher Match Effect: Two-Stage Least Squares
(1)
Lag(expectations)
Lag(expectations)  repeat match
Expectations
Expectations  repeat match
Repeat match
R2

(2)

2.002
(.009)
.182*
(.099)

2.125*
(.067)
.898

.046***
(.009)
2.058
(.097)
.034
(.067)
.898

Note.—The dependent variable is end-of-grade test score (z-score). All specifications include a full set of controls and fixed effects (as in table 3, col. 6, panel C).
Robust standard errors (clustered at the teacher level) are in parentheses.
* p < .10.
*** p < .01.

B. Heterogeneity in Results
In this subsection, we test for heterogeneity in the teacher expectations
effect along several dimensions motivated by the economics of education
literature and the potential policy implications of our findings.
First, we test whether teacher expectations matter more for students
from traditionally disadvantaged groups (e.g., ethnic minorities). Not
only do these groups experience achievement gaps, but the literature discussed in the introduction documents that teachers hold systematically
lower expectations of students in these groups. If teacher expectations
impact achievement (as we have shown) and teachers hold lower expectations of disadvantaged groups (as others have shown), then a policy intervention aimed at increasing the expectations of teachers of disadvantaged students may reduce achievement gaps. However, to have the
maximum impact on reducing achievement gaps, a successful intervention would require disadvantaged students to benefit from higher teacher
expectations to the same extent as (or more than) other students.
It is with this in mind that we investigate how our estimates vary by students’ ability (measured by quintiles of lagged EOG score), socioeconomic
status (as indicated by free or reduced lunch eligibility), race, and gender.
Table 7 reports the results of specifications where we interact the instrumented teacher expectation with indicators describing these groups.
(We also interact the instrument with the same indicators in the first
stage.)16
16

Note that time-invariant student characteristics are absorbed by the student fixed effects, so we can identify only the interaction effect. These classifications are based on the
student’s eligibility to receive free lunch or reduced-price lunch at school. The exact thresholds vary year to year and depend on the size of the student’s family. To provide one example, in 2012–3 (the last year in our sample), students from a family of four were eligible for
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TABLE 7
Heterogeneity in Effect by Student Ability and Demographics:
Two-Stage Least Squares
(1)
Lowest quintile lag score  expectations
Second-lowest quintile lag score  expectations
Middle quintile lag score  expectations
Second-highest quintile lag score  expectations
Highest quintile lag score  expectations
Highly economically disadvantaged  expectations

(2)

(3)

.066***
(.007)

Moderately economically disadvantaged 
expectations

.062***
(.015)
.069***
(.008)

Not economically disadvantaged  expectations
Student ethnicity:
Black  expectations

.059***
(.009)
.069***
(.008)
.075***
(.011)

White  expectations
Other  expectations
Male student  expectations
Female student  expectations
F-test of equality: p-value
R2

(4)

.063***
(.010)
.069***
(.009)
.080***
(.010)
.077***
(.010)
.086***
(.017)

.415
.888

.902
.889

.405
.889

.059***
(.007)
.076***
(.007)
.021
.889

Note.—The dependent variable is end-of-grade test score (z-score). All specifications include a full set of controls and fixed effects (as in table 3, col. 6, panel C). Robust standard
errors (clustered at the teacher level) are in parentheses.
*** p < .01.

Column 1 tests for heterogeneity by underlying ability. We find that
teacher expectations matter throughout the ability distribution but with
slightly larger coefficients for students with higher prior achievement.
Column 2 assesses heterogeneity by socioeconomic status. Students are
classified as highly economically disadvantaged, moderately economically
disadvantaged, and not economically disadvantaged.17 There we find that

reduced-price lunch if family income was below $42,463. Students (again from a family of
four) were eligible for free lunch if family income was below $29,965.
17
Michelmore and Dynarski (2017) argue that persistent eligibility for free or reducedprice lunch is a better measure of economic disadvantage than current free or reducedprice lunch status. In results available on request, we considered alternative definitions
based on whether a student had been eligible for free or reduced-price lunch for sequential
years, finding a similar pattern of effects and that our results are not sensitive to this aspect
of the economic disadvantage definition.
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the impact of expectations does not noticeably differ across socioeconomic groups. In column 3, we test for heterogeneity by race. We find
that high teacher expectations have slightly larger impacts on white students than black students, although the difference between these coefficients is not statistically significant. Finally, in column 4, we consider impact differences by student gender. Female students experience greater
gains than male students from more positive teacher expectations, and
this difference is statistically significant (although relatively small).
One interpretation of this finding is that female students may be less academically sure of themselves and more likely to internalize the assessments of those around them. Taking the results from table 7 as a whole,
other than a small difference by gender, the effect of teacher expectations does not substantially differ across different groups of students.
We next test how our results relate to the “teacher like me” literature,
which finds that student-teacher demographic matches (e.g., black students assigned to black teachers) generate higher student achievement.
These results are presented with the caveat that the vast majority of teachers
in our sample are white females, so reliably separating gender and race effects from gender-match and race-match effects can be more challenging.
Dee (2004) finds that random assignment to an own-race teacher increases
test scores for both black and white students, while Fairlie, Hoffmann, and
Oreopoulos (2014) find similar results in the context of higher education.
In table 8, we replicate this result in our data. Column 1 reports the result of
a specification that includes an indicator for a student-teacher race match
but excludes controls for teacher expectations. Consistent with the existing

TABLE 8
Impact of Teacher Expectations by Student-Teacher Race and Gender Match
(1)
Specification
Student-teacher race match

(2)

(3)

OLS
2SLS
2SLS
.007*** .006*** 2.009
(.002)
(.002)
(.026)

(4)

(5)

(6)

OLS

2SLS

2SLS

.001 .001
2.009**
(.001) (.001)
(.004)
.067*** .064***
.067*** .058***
(.006)
(.008)
(.006)
(.007)

Student-teacher gender match
Expectations
Student-teacher race match 
expectations

.005
(.009)

Student-teacher gender
match  expectations
R2

.888

.889

.889

.888

.889

.020***
(.007)
.889

Note.—The dependent variable is end-of-grade test score (z-score). All specifications include a full set of controls and fixed effects (as in table 3, col. 6, panel C). Robust standard
errors (clustered at the teacher level) are in parentheses. OLS 5 ordinary least squares;
2SLS 5 two-stage least squares.
** p < .05.
*** p < .01.
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literature, we find that race matches generate small positive achievement
gains (0.007 standard deviations). However, the literature has not settled
on an explanation of the mechanism driving this phenomenon. One proposed mechanism is clearly related to our paper: student-teacher race
matches may lead to better perceptions or higher expectations of students,
which may in turn lead to higher achievement (if self-fulfilling prophecies
occur). Along these lines, Dee (2005) provides evidence from survey data
that teachers are less likely to report that own-race students are disruptive
or inattentive.18
We probe the possibility that expectations are a channel through which
race match effects occur in table 8. These results are presented with the
caveat that student-teacher race match has been shown to directly affect
teacher expectations (Gershenson, Holt, and Papageorge 2016). Although
our identification strategy relies on variation in underlying teacher optimism rather than identifying effects off individual differences in studentspecific expectations, these estimates should therefore be interpreted cautiously. In column 2, we report the results of a 2SLS specification similar to
our main specification (table 4, panel C, col. 6), except that we have added
an indicator for student-teacher race matches as a control. The resulting
estimates suggest that the teacher expectations effect does not by itself explain the student-teacher race match effect; the coefficient on the race
match indicator is essentially unchanged across columns 1 and 2 despite
controlling for (instrumented) teacher expectations in column 2. In column 3, we allow for an interaction between expectations and studentteacher race match. In doing so, we recenter the expectations measure,
subtracting 2.5 from the measure so that it ranges from 21.5 to 1.5. We
do so to ensure that the main effect of student-teacher race match is not
identified from students with a 0 for teacher expectations (which is outside
of the range of the measure) and is instead identified based on a student in
between expectation levels II and III. The negative coefficient on the racematch indicator and the positive coefficient on the interaction with teacher
expectations suggests an interactive effect between teacher expectations
and student-teacher race matches. Student-teacher race matches only
have a significant positive effect on student achievement when a teacher
has high expectations of the student (level III or IV).
Student-teacher gender congruence may also affect the impact of
teacher expectations. This is explored in columns 4–6 of table 8, in an
analogous approach to how race matches are considered in columns 1–
3. We do not observe an overall gender match effect in column 4, but
the estimates in column 6 reveal that gender matches may amplify the effect of teacher expectations.
Finally, the effect of teacher expectations may vary by grade level. Partly
motivated by the evidence of higher returns from earlier investments in

18

Dee (2007) provides similar evidence on student-teacher gender matches.
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child education (Currie 2001) and partly by the important role attributed
to noncognitive skills (Heckman, Pinto, and Savelyev 2013) that are potentially affected by teacher expectations, we explore whether high teacher
expectations are especially important in early grades when students are
still developing a sense of their own capabilities. We interact our instrumented variable with the grade of the student (and interact the instrument with grade in the first stage) to test this. Results are reported in column 1 of table A6. In general, teacher expectations appear to have a
larger impact in earlier grades, especially fourth and fifth grade. (Note
that third grade is omitted as it is the first year of EOG testing, so there
is no lagged EOG control available for third-grade students.) Column 2
of table A6 provides a more parametric approach to assessing the same
question. We allow for heterogeneity in the treatment effect to change
across grades linearly by interacting the instrumented variable with a linear grade trend (and interacting the instrument with a linear grade trend
in the first stage). This specification also reveals a larger early-grade effect
of teacher expectations, which shrinks as a student progresses through
the grades.
As discussed in section III, however, grade effects may be conflated with
self-contained class effects; a teacher who teaches a student for all of their subjects is likely to have a more developed relationship with the student, and
therefore the impact of their expectations on the student’s performance
may be larger. In columns 3 and 4 of table A6, we therefore include additional interactions with a proxy for self-contained classes: having the same
math and reading teacher in a given grade. The differences between columns 1 and 3 are small; the general pattern of greater effects in early
grades is preserved, although it is weaker and the teacher expectations effect in eighth grade is strikingly large. Furthermore, in column 4, the interaction between teacher expectations and the grade trend is no longer
negative, although the final row reveals a negative grade trend in the impact for students with the same math and reading teacher. Overall, we interpret the evidence in table A6 as weakly suggestive of a declining impact
of teacher expectations as a student progresses through elementary and
middle schools.
V. Conclusion
Using student-teacher-linked panel data from North Carolina, we show in
this paper that a teacher who expects a student to display a higher level of
mastery of the relevant subject material (e.g., mastery vs. inconsistent
mastery or “superior mastery vs. mastery) causes this student to score
0.07 standard deviations higher on EOG standardized tests. Teachers’ expectations are self-fulfilling. Given the endogeneity of teacher expectations in a standard education production model—there are clearly many
unobservable factors affecting both student achievement and teacher expectations—our claim is based on constructing a measure of underlying
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teacher optimism to use as an instrument for student-specific teacher expectations. In addition, the panel nature of the data allows us to include
student fixed effects in the estimating equation, meaning that identifying
variation comes from changes in teacher optimism as the same student
moves from one grade to the next.
Other than bringing fresh administrative data and empirical techniques
to a decades-old debate, we find new evidence of heterogeneity in the effects of teacher expectations on student achievement. First, the impacts
of teacher expectations are generally similar for higher-achieving, higherincome and white students in comparison with lower-achieving, lowerincome, and minority students. This means that uniform increases in
teacher expectations may not shrink achievement gaps but will, at least,
not exacerbate them. Second, we find that student-teacher race matches
amplify the effect of teacher expectations and that student-teacher race
matches generate no gains when teachers have low expectations. This provides suggestive evidence that students are more responsive to positive inputs provided by same-race teachers. And, third, the impacts of teacher
expectations are generally shown to be more important in early grades.
One interpretation of this finding is that teacher expectations are especially important when students are young and still developing a sense of
their own capabilities.
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